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If you work in law enforcement and investigate
incoming reports of Child Sexual Abuse Material
(CSAM) online,  the CPORT portal will support
your investigations by greatly improving the
amount of information and data you have access  
to.

The CPORT portal is a free, secure, collaborative web
platform, specifically designed for law enforcement
specialists. It serves as a data exchange portal
between law enforcement and  the centralised
ICCAM platform that is used by hotlines.
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When someone from the public comes across CSAM online, they can report this to their local
hotline. Frequently, multiple countries need to be included in the investigation and removal of
the reported CSAM online. In such cases the hotlines use the secure ICCAM platform to forward
these public reports to local hotlines in other countries. 

There are hotlines in roughly 50 countries around the world that use the centralised ICCAM
platform to exchange public reports on CSAM. The ICCAM platform is hosted by INTERPOL,
where it also serves as an important channel to INTERPOL’s ICSE database and INTERPOL's
Worst of List (IWOL list). 
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ICCAM

ICCAM is a closed platform, only fully accessible by
hotlines. However, by using the CPORT portal,
national law enforcement agencies will receive
access to hotline reports within ICCAM that pertain
to their jurisdiction. The information they extract
can then be managed within the CPORT portal. 

As a result, centralised data from national hotlines
can now be transmitted to law enforcement more
efficiently, securely, and comprehensively, ensuring
a rapid and safe dissemination of data.
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Access a searchable/
and filterable overview
of public CSAM reports

CPORT provides a range of functionalities that can be tailored and customised to fit the specific
requirements of each law enforcement agency, based on their agreement with their national
hotline. 

FeaturesProduct

Access all information
and media extracted
from the reported URLs 

Query report, media
information and
hotline information 

Share hash lists
between INTERPOL,
hotlines and LEAs

Compose intelligence
packages for
download

Create IWOL
suggestions for
INTERPOL 



Request your demo

Law enforcement officials can request a demo meeting
to learn more about the portal and ask questions
directly to the product development team. This demo
meeting is an obligatory part of the application
procedure for your law enforcement to get access to
CPORT. 

Project partner INHOPE will be conducting the access
procedure in consultations with the relevant national
hotline and INTERPOL before providing access to the
CPORT portal.
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